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ABSTRACT

DiPPM systems suffer from three types of pulse detection errors: wrong-slot, false-alarm and erasure. This project will use a field programmable gate array (FPGA), to build an error correction code circuit (Reed Solomon Code) and decode PPM (coder & decoder). This will be expected to reduce the error sources in DiPPM. According to initial results the conclusion is that the Reed Solomon error correction coded system offers improvement over uncoded DiPPM, when operating at the approximately 4/5 code rate.

AIM & OBJECTIVE

1. Finding the Reed Solomon (RS) optimum parameters.
2. Design RS encoder and decoder circuits.
3. Implement RS and DiPPM (encoder & decoder) circuit by programming the FPGA.
4. Confirm theoretical predictions with measurements.
5. Compare the result with another type of coding.

SYSTEM MODEL

A system model tries to simulate some characteristics of a system. The model corresponds to the forward error correction (FEC) communication scheme, which is dependent on a RS error-control code. The behaviour of each block of the model is described in Matlab software.

CONCLUSIONS

This research will concentrate on employing Reed Solomon (RS) codes to code the Diode Pulse Position Modulation System (DiPPM). RS is expected to reduce the source of errors, which a DiPPM system suffers from. In this report a literature review has been written to explain the problems of DiPPM system and trying to find a solution, the general block diagram of the system has been given. According to initial results the conclusion is that the Reed Solomon error correction coded system offers improvement over uncoded DiPPM, when operating at approximately (4/5) code rate, and this will lead to a practical RS system (coder & decoder). Finally, the overall system will be implemented using FPGA and the results will be compared with maximum likelihood sequence detection (MLSD).

FUTURE WORK

- Determine a suitable algorithm for Reed Solomon Code.
- Design RS encoder and decoder circuits by choosing the proper parameters.
- Implement RS, DiPPM encoder and decoder circuit by programming the FPGA using Very high speed integrated circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL).
- Verify theoretical predictions with measurements.